Manufacturing Excellence

Manufacturing

Manufacturing excellence is imperative for manufacturing organizations in order to continuously improve their
performance in the current competitive, fast-changing and demanding market. It enables organizations to establish
their manufacturing goals clearly and align them with the revenue and income expectations of the enterprise.
Parameters such as quality, traceability, reliability, and voice of customer are the building blocks of manufacturing
excellence.
Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) has been supporting organizations in their journey of manufacturing excellence in
various ways – by forming and executing the manufacturing strategy, by establishing manufacturing centers of
excellence, by assessing the maturity of organizations, by identifying gaps to reach the desired state through a
well-defined phased road-map, and by analyzing the manufacturing applications (mapping them on the manufacturing
value-chain for rationalization, standardization, and consolidation). We have been helping various manufacturing
organizations understand the complexities of their manufacturing process, and working closely with their stakeholders
to identify various initiatives.

Overview

Benefits

Manufacturing organizations are required to produce their goods and
provide their services at lowest possible costs and make these available
to consumers in the shortest possible time. The regulatory environment
makes it mandatory for them to provide complete traceability of
products. Additionally, the competition is becoming more intense and
customers are unforgiving. The rate of new products being introduced in
the market today is phenomenal.

Achieve higher throughput and adaptable manufacturing operations
which can withstand varied demands of your business by leveraging our
Manufacturing Excellence solutions. Find the right solution for your exact
requirements ranging from implementation of market driven quick
production schedule change to facilitate new product pilot production
run hence shortening the new product introduction cycle. Gain
complete visibility and control of your manufacturing plants efficiently
and effectively by using our solutions, which are based on our
proprietary framework.

These circumstances imply that your manufacturing operations must be
more flexible, efficient, capable, standardized, replicable, and
predictable. You can improve your manufacturing operations by
managing various levers of the manufacturing function - Quality,
Reliability, Traceability, Manufacturing Execution, Enterprise Asset
Management and integrating them seamlessly with the enterprise.
TCS Manufacturing Excellence Group addresses your needs by
leveraging its rich experience and using manufacturing models
proposed by Manufacturing Enterprise Solutions Association (MESA) and
standards and guidelines proposed by International Society of
Automation (ISA-95). Our consultants use Lean Manufacturing and
Theory of Constraints (TOC) principles to identify problems in your
manufacturing operations and recommend solutions. By engaging with
us, you can benefit from the proprietary process frameworks that we
have built for standardization and benchmarking of our consulting
engagements.
Manufacturing Excellence Group engages with you using a unique
approach where the initiative starts with assessment of your business
situation and creation of the right road-map of manufacturing
operations. With the help of execution road-map, you can achieve
improvements in the identified metrics.

The TCS Advantage
Solutions along the entire value chain
Leveraging our manufacturing industry business knowledge, we have
developed solutions, innovative methodologies, reference models, tools
and frameworks across the manufacturing value chain. This accelerates
your solution planning from product design to manufacturing
operations, to customer experience management.
Rich vertical expertise
We use a unique ‘shop floor to board room’ model leveraging business
analytics frameworks as well as connectivity between the enterprise and
shop floor applications. We drive lean enablement in enterprise by virtue
of this capability.
Full services portfolio
Addressing all your business needs, the wide range of TCS manufacturing
solutions includes - Manufacturing and Technology Consulting, BPO
Solutions, Engineering Solutions, Infrastructure Solutions, Application
Development and Maintenance, System and Application Integration
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Solutions. Strong alliances with leading vendors equip TCS to provide
you the complete range of IT services and solutions.

Contact

Industry experience and knowledge

To know more about how TCS’ Manufacturing Excellence Solutions can
help you, contact manufacturing.solutions@tcs.com

Our consultants bring with them their rich, diverse, global experience
and help you obtain a solution customized to your specific requirements.
Be it Business Process Re-engineering, overhauling the existing systems
or just tweaking them, our experts help you realize the true potential of
your processes.
Latest technology solutions
We offer you the most up-to-date solution that modern technology can
provide in various areas – SaaS (software as a solution), cloud computing,
incorporating social networking in your systems, and analytics. With TCS
on board, you are always a step ahead of your contemporaries.
The ‘Experience Certainty’ factor
We understand your need to have a partner who knows your business
and delivers the right solutions on time. The consistency in our approach
allows us to deliver the maximum value to you. We guarantee that all our
customers ‘experience certainty’ when they partner with us.

About Tata Consultancy Services Ltd (TCS)
Tata Consultancy Services is an IT services, consulting and business
solutions organization that delivers real results to global business,
ensuring a level of certainty no other firm can match. TCS offers a
consulting-led, integrated portfolio of IT and IT-enabled
infrastructure, engineering and assurance services. This is delivered
through its unique Global Network Delivery ModelTM, recognized as
the benchmark of excellence in software development. A part of the
Tata Group, India’s largest industrial conglomerate, TCS has a global
footprint and is listed on the National Stock Exchange and Bombay
Stock Exchange in India.
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For more information, visit us at www.tcs.com

